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From families for families: 
Experience and competence 

“Made in Germany”

As parents, we know only too well the needs of younger families. 

We want to make their life a bit easier and safer. 

For us, “Made in Germany” is not just an advertising slogan. 

“Made in Germany” is a responsibility that we live by for our customers. 

We are not an anonymous large corporation. Since 1932 and now 

in the 4th generation 150 employees are working today to produce 

products of the highest quality.

Carla & Christian Brunner, Hannes Vogl
Owning family in the 4th generation

WElCoME

MADE IN
GERMANY
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Start

& development

1912
The company Hatu Gummi-
werke Hartmann & Tuphorn 
GmbH is founded in Erfurt. 1945

The company receives 
a work permit from the 

americans after the 
end of the war.

1932 – 2019 
A success story 

1932

The company 
nürnberg Gummi 

E. Hartmann KG is  
founded.

Günter Hartmann / 
Company manager

 

     EX
PERIENCE & COMPETENC

E

since 1932

Regina Vogel, 
born Hartmann, and her 
husband Knut take over 

management of
the company.

1980

1982

1980The company 
celebrates its 50-year 

anniversary.

501972
By purchasing the traditional 

brand nip® from the rubber thread 
factory in Cologne, 

Günter Hartmann lays the 
foundation for further business 

development.
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As Germany’s oldest manufacturer of soothers we have 
earned the trust of consumers over the past 85 years with 
our high quality standards.

Today young families in over 45 countries around the world 
profit from our decades of experience for a perfect start in 
life with nip® products. 

85 YEARs / TRADITIoN

1998
Production lines are 

modernized and the core 
competence in soothers 

is strengthened step 
by step.

of a traditional brand

2004
Bavaria’s Best 50! 

awarded for its economic 
growth by the Bavarian 

Ministry of Finance

Brand relaunch 2016
 “From families for families“  

Our basic idea, which conveys the three 
most important components of the family 
company – quality, family and tradition 

since the company was founded – 
becomes a central pillar of all of 

our communication.

1932 – 2019 

since 1932

2017

2019

The siblings Carla Brunner, 
nee Vogl, and Hannes Vogl take 

over the management of the family 
company in the 4th generation.

2014

2019
Launch of our new product line.

nip® first moments offers 
solutions for the first moments 
together. For a carefree start. 

From the beginning.

 

2016
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Award-winning quality and safety: 
Our claim from the very beginning

AWARD-WINNING. 
Our quality has been confirmed 
not just by our customers, but 
also by independent bodies. nip® 
products regularly receive the 
Öko Test rating “very good”. 

Nip Life mit kiefergerechtem 
Saugteil,2, Elefant/Fuchs

ÖKO-TEST-Magazin
06/2017

sehr gut

Nip Schnullerband,
Türkis

ÖKO-TEST-Magazin
08/2018

sehr gut
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MADE IN
GERMANY

WE pRovIDE quAlITY

Children are a wonderful gift. They enrich our lives but they also turn them upside down right from 

day one. Everyday life is reorganised and the needs of the child are always a priority. As a family 

business, we want to help and support parents in their new challenges and adventures with our 

experience and products. When developing our products we focus on optimal support for babies 

and toddlers, making everyday life easier for parents. Perfectly adapted to the specific needs of 

the various ages and stages of development from babies.

 

Giving our customers the best product quality for a fair price lies at the heart of what we do. 

The sign of our quality “Made in Germany” provides a high level of safety and quality, based on 

decades of experience and tradition in the market for baby products. Since 1932, we have been 

developing our products in close cooperation with scientists, doctors and midwives and in 

accordance with the latest medical and technical knowledge. In addition, they are tested regu-

larly in own laboratory and checked by independent institutes.

 

Our quality promise

•  Improving quality of life by offering top-quality products

•  More than 85 years of experience and competence ‘Made in Germany’ 
– and therefore extraordinary value and quality, high recognition interna-
tionally and compliance with strict standards and guidelines. 

•  Products are tested in our own laboratory and checked and certified by 
renowned institutes. TÜV-tested according to Din En iSO and iFS HPC

•  Maximum safety and quality based on the latest findings from medicine 
and technology – all tested values exceed standard requirements 

•  Continuous improvement and further development by members of Ger-
man and European committees

•  Our quality management monitors and optimizes all processes that could 
impact on quality

•  Active environmental management to protect our resources and environ-
ment

•  Transfer of knowledge and impulses through long-lasting partnerships in 
over 45 countries

DIN EN ISO 50001:2011
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CoNTENTs

 12

soothers & Co.      20

Mouth and teeth cleaning   32

Baby wellness   36

Bottles & Co.    42

Table training range     60

NEu!
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All love begins with motherhood.
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All love begins with motherhood.
We know that the first moments are always filled with 

worries and doubts, so we would like to help you with our 

products and our expertise. Turning worries into trust and 

doubts into certainty. To do this, we have developed solu-

tions which aren’t just clever and simple – but one thing 

above all: absolutely natural.

The all-round package for an easy start – first moments.
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Inspired by mother love.
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first moments – for a gentle and 
relaxed start into a new life

Perfection out of passion

We have developed a range of baby products for that exciting period full of 

love right after the birth, which will make it easier for young parents and will help 

with baby’s start into life while promoting well-being and joy.

Mother love based on experience

Already in its 4th generation, nip® has been here to help with understanding 

and experience for over 85 years. Our unique product range ‘first moments’ is 

aimed specifically at that magic time when you are together for the first time. 

For a carefree start. From the very beginning.

Our All-in-One system: so easy and comfortable

Breast milk container is suitable for 
cooling and freezing. With practical 
label panel on the lid for the date 
and contents.

Heat up without any problem. For best 
results, combine with the nip baby 
food warmer or a warm water bath.

By adding the screw ring and teat, 
you can turn the breast milk container 
into a bottle.

Pump mother’s milk directly into the 
first moments breast milk container.1.  Pump

2.  Store
 
3.  Prepare
 
4.  Feed

EVERYTHING IS COMPATIBLE.
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Our best wide-neck bottle – 
for a natural drinking sensation

Dream team for a perfect start: our first moments wide-neck bottle with matching silicon 

teat. The round shape of the teat and the extra-wide lip rest copy mother’s breast and 

create a natural drinking sensation. Made of particularly soft silicone, our teat stands for an 

incomparably gentle drinking experience. The proven anti-colic vent and the ACTIFLEX®-

system both ensure a smooth, steady drinking flow.

The right teat from birth to all ages

Benefits wide-neck teat

natural, round 
form, similar to a 
mother’s breast

proven 
anti-colic vent

innovative 
ACTIFLEX®-System 

extra-wide lip rest

natural drinking 
sensation

super soft 
silicone

Air

The smallest teat hole size  
for a slow flow of liquid. 
Suitable for breast milk, 
pre-nutrition, tea and water.

A medium teat hole 
size for a moderate flow 
of liquid. Suitable for 
powdered milk formula.

The largest teat hole size  
for a fast flow of liquid.
Suitable for thick liquid 
nutrition.
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The round, natural shape copies 
that of the mother‘s breast

A perfect match – the round, natural teat with its extra-wide lip rest and the 

first moments wide-neck bottle. The especially wide opening not only makes 

our wide-neck bottle easy to fill and clean, but also means that it can be 

stacked, thus saving valuable space.

Artikelbezeichnung
Stck 

je Pack
Packs 
je VEArt.-Nr.

nip® first moments, wide-neck teat, S 1 633600

nip® first moments, wide-neck teat, M 1 633601

nip® first moments, wide-neck teat, L 1 633602

Item description 
pcs per 
pack 

packs per    
sales unitItEM NO.

nip® first moments, wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, mix 1 635600

nip® first moments, wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, frog 1 635601

nip® first moments, wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, crab 1 635602

nip® first moments, wide-neck bottle, 270 ml, bear 1 635604

nip® first moments, wide-neck bottle, 270 ml, mix 1 635603

nip® first moments, wide-neck bottle, 270 ml, owl 1 635605

Wide-neck teat
›   extra-wide lip rest for more intimicacy
›   round teat made from soft silicone
›   anti-colic vent prevents air from being swallowed 
›   ACTIFLEX®-System for a steady flow of liquid
›   natural form, similar to a mother’s breast
›   natural drinking sensation
›   available in three teat hole sizes

Wide-neck bottle
›   all pieces stackable
›   extra -wide bottle makes it easy to fill and clean
›   available in 150mL and 270mL
›   comfortable grip
›   solid stand
›   made from safe and BPA free raw materials
›   dishwasher safe
›   including lid for the safe transportation and freezing

Capacity 
150mL / 270mL

INCLudINg LId
for the safe transportation 

and freezing of 
your breast milk or 

baby food!

CLEvEr.

All pieces are 
stackable.

 
-

®  
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Capacity 150mL 

Capacity 150mL 

Milk pump and breast milk container 
– everything fits together  

Every woman has different preferences. That‘s why the first moments ma-

nual breast pump has two different pumping levels (2 Level Technology). 

The All-in-One system makes it easier to pump, store, prepare and feed 

mother’s milk than ever before. Everything using just one bottle, without 

the need to transfer contents again and again.

Item description
 pcs per 

pack 
packs per    
sales unitITEM NO.

nip® first moments, nipple shields 2 637600 

nip® first moments, breast milk container 4 635606

nip® first moments, manual breast pump 1 237601

Manual breast pump
›  extra soft silicone cushion
›  ergonomically shaped handle
›  safe for dishwasher and steam sterilizer
›  few parts, thus easy to clean
›  part of the All-in-One system
›  no intricate decanting
›  two individual pumping levels

Breast milk container
›    extra soft silicone cushion
›    ergonomically shaped handle
›    safe for dishwasher and steam sterilizer
›    few parts, thus easy to clean
›    part of the All-in-One system
›    no intricate decanting
›    two individual pumping levels

ALL IN
ONE

Our 2 Level Technology

1

2

Level 1  for weaker pumping 
performance and stimulation

Level 2  for stronger pumping 
performance
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Our nipple shields are especially thin to make the baby‘s drinking sensa-

tion as natural as possible and to maintain the close, intimate link during 

breastfeeding. The unique, slightly curved, triangular shape ensures as 

much skin contact as possible, while strengthening the feeling of comfort 

and closeness.

Practical aid – so much more 
than just a nipple shield

Nipple shields
›  developed with the help of midwives
›  unique shape for maximum skin contact between 
 baby and mother’s breast
›  very good adhesion
›  extra thin for a natural drinking sensation

To reliably help with
›  latching on difficulties or sensitive nipples
›  retracted or inverted nipples
›  babies with sucking problems

2-compartments box – ideal for 
on the move 
Allows hygienic storage of a used nipple 
shield and keeps a second nipple shield 
clean for the next feed.

super soft 
silicone

natural drinking 
sensation

17

94% of mothers rate their baby’s accep-
tance of the nipple shields as being 
“good” or “very good” –  independent 
market research carried out among 50 
mothers, Germany 2019
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shield
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SOOThErS & Co.
nip® soothers have everything you are looking for in a soother. Not 

only do they satisfy baby's natural need to suck, they also support 

healthy jaw development right from the start. Three shapes for 

different needs: Whether breast-feeding-friendly, jaw-friendly or 

tooth-friendly – nip® offers the right soother for every baby. 

sooTHERs & Co.

ventilation
holes

BPa
0%
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The big soother check – find the 
right soother for every need 

Sucking calms baby – that's undisputed. Soothers make baby feel safe, 

comfort and console, and train baby’s mouth and jaw muscles. But what 

is the best shape? round, soft, dental, or jaw-friendly, latex or silicone? 

Babies’ (and mothers’) needs are very different, which is why we have 

three different shapes of nip® soother to offer every baby just the right 

one for his little mouth.

Breastfeeding-
friendly soother

The soother for the most natural sucking 
feeling. The teat shape replicates the shape 
of the nipple giving your baby a very similar 

feeling to breastfeeding. Problem-free 
switching between breast and teat. 

The round, soft shape prevents your baby 
from becoming confused during 

breastfeeding. 

Tooth-friendly
soother

The Soother Miss Denti has a wide 
shape with special wings and was 

developed together with an orthodontist – 
the first dental soother that evenly 

distributes biting pressure! 
Miss Denti protects against dental and 

jaw misalignments early on.

Orthodontically-
shaped soother

Orthodontically-shaped soothers are 
anatomically shaped for good speech 

and facial development. The thin shaft of 
the teat minimises pressure on the teeth 
and jaw areas. The teat leaves baby’s 
tongue plenty of room for movement 

and growth.

0-2
MOnTHS

0-6
MOnTHS

5 -18
MOnTHS

16 -32
MOnTHS

SILICONE neutral taste, 
hygienic and light-resist-
ant, stable shape, less 
bite-resistant than latex

LATEX honey-coloured 
natural product, soft, 
bite-resistant, light-sen-
sitive

Recommended 
by midwives!

Well 
thought-out:
the nip® size 

concept!

Individually 
tailored – for 
each age and 

shape

RECOMMEnDED
by midwives

The 1st dental soother

miss                       denti®
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SOOTHERS & CO.

Cherry® – breastfeeding-friendly soother: 
recommended by midwives

The soother for the most natural sucking feeling. The teat shape replicates 

the shape of the nipple giving a very similar feeling to breastfeeding. 

Problem-free switching between breast and teat. The round, soft shape 

prevents the baby from becoming confused during breastfeeding.

cherry®

•  naturally shaped, soft round soother made from latex 
•  tried and tested with babies who reject conventional 

soothers
•  especially breastfeeding-friendly, prevents your baby 

from becoming confused during breastfeeding
• rounded shield edge protects against pressure points
• extra large ventilation holes enable the skin to breathe
   optimally
•  available in size 1 (0-6 months) and 2 (6 months+) 

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY
RECOMMEnDED

by midwives

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® round soother Cherry, Mix, latex, 0 - 6 months 2 691000

nip® round soother Cherry, Mix, latex, from 6 months 2 691001

say that the round shape 
is especially natural and 
based on the mother's 

nipple*

90.9 %

 Millions sold!

BesTseLLeR

*Source: Own survey of 30 midwives who 
were already familiar with the Cherry
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Cherry® Night – breastfeeding-
friendly soother: glows in the dark

Finding a soother in the dark – a real test of your patience. Our Cherry® Night 

collection made from harmless materials glows intensely for a long time and 

makes it easier to find the soother in the dark. An absolute #Musthave for 

soother fans.

cherry® night
•  soother for the night - glows in the dark
•  naturally shaped, soft round soother made from latex
•  tried and tested with babies who reject conventional 

soothers
•  especially breastfeeding-friendly, prevents your baby 

from becoming confused during breastfeeding
•  with ring for secure grip 
•  rounded shield edge protects against pressure points
•  extra large ventilation holes enable the skin to breathe 

optimally
•  available in size 1 (0-6 months) and 2 (6 months+)

0-6
MOnTHS

6+
MOnTHS BPa

0% MADE IN
GERMANY

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® round soother Cherry Night, latex 0-6 months 2 691010

nip® round soother Cherry Night, latex from 6 months 2 691011

NEW!

22



SOOTHERS & CO.

Cherry® Green – breastfeeding-friendly 
soother from renewable raw materials

It is time for green, innovative products. The organic soother Cherry® Green 

is made from 94% renewable raw materials. The teat is made from natural 

latex – the rest of the soother from sugar cane. This makes the Cherry® Green 

especially environmentally friendly and sustainable.

cherry® Green
•  soft, breastfeeding-friendly round teat
•  especially breastfeeding-friendly, prevents your baby 

from becoming confused during breastfeeding
•  rounded shield edge protects against pressure points
•  large ventilation holes enable the skin to breathe  

optimally
•  with ring for a secure grip
•  available in size 1 (0-6 months) and 2 (6 months+)

Item descriptionITEM No.

nip® round soother Cherry Green, latex 0-6 months 2 691012

nip® round soother Cherry Green, latex from 6 months 2 691013

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

VOn HEBaMMEn 
EMPFOHLEn

Recommended 
by midwives

LaTEX

green

sCHNullER

 s o o T H E R

>94%

from renewable raw 
materials

We Care For Nature

Large ventilation holes enable the skin to 
breathe optimally

Soft, breastfeeding-friendly round teat

Packaging made from 100% recycled paper, 
foil with 80% recycled content

Soother made from > 94% renewable raw 
materials (latex and sugarcane)

NEW!

pcs 
per pack

packs per 
sales unit
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Orthodontically-shaped soother – 
perfect for every baby 

Orthodontically-shaped soothers are anatomically shaped for good

speech and facial development. The thin shaft of the teat minimises 

pressure on the teeth and jaw areas. The teat leaves the baby’s tongue 

plenty of room for movement and growth.

0-2
MOnTHS

0-6
MOnTHS

5-18
MOnTHS

newborn
• f or delicate newborns aged 0-2 months 
• extra small, orthodontically shaped teat made of 
   silicone 
• adapted to baby’s sensitive palate 
• the thin shaft of the teat minimises pressure on the
    teeth and jaw areas 
• extra small soother shield adapted to the fine facial
   proportions 
• rounded shield prevents skin irritation 
• large ventilation holes enable baby’s skin to breathe
   optimally

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® soother Newborn, silicone, 0 - 2 months 2 631304

0-2
MOnTHS BPa

0% MADE IN
GERMANY

The nip® size concept 
nip soothers grow too! The 
teat is adapted to age-specific 
tooth and jaw development, 
and the shield is tailored to 
suit the mouth, nose and chin.

SILICONE neutral taste, 
hygienic and light-
resistant, stable shape, 
less bite-resistant than 
latex

LATEX honey-coloured 
natural product, soft, 
bite-resistant, light-sen-
sitive
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Entdecke weiteretolle nip Produkte!

www.nip.family

* nip Produkte sind erhältlich 
im Babyfachhandel, in Drogeriemärkten, 

Einzelhandel und Online

Nürnberg Gummi Babyartikel GmbH & Co. KG

Breitenloher Weg 6 / 91166 Georgensgmünd

t +49 (0) 91 72 / 69 19-0 
f +49 (0) 91 72 / 69 19-11info@nip-babyartikel.de

www.nip.family
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SOOTHERS & CO.

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® soother Family, latex, 0 - 6 months 2 631000

nip® soother Family, latex, 5 - 18 months 2 631001

nip® soother Family, latex, 16 - 32 months 2 631002

nip® soother Family, silicone, 0 - 6 months 2 631003

nip® soother Family, silicone, 5 - 18 months 2 631004

nip® soother Family, silicone, 16 - 32 months 2 631005

Life
•  orthodontically shaped teat made of silicone 
• adapted to baby’s sensitive palate 
•  the thin shaft of the teat minimises pressure on the teeth  

and jaw areas 
• rounded shield prevents skin irritation 
•  large ventilation holes enable baby’s skin to breathe 

optimally 
• extra stabilisation for soother sizes 2 and 3
• available in sizes 1-3
•  with a ring for a secure grip and optimal attachment  

to the soother band

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® soother Life, silicone, 0 - 6 months 2 631301

nip® soother Life, silicone, 5 - 18 months 2 631302

nip® soother Life, silicone, 16 - 32 months 2 631303

with ring

Family
•  orthodontically shaped teat made of silicone or latex
•  optimally adapted to baby’s sensitive palate  
•  the thin shaft of the teat minimises pressure on the teeth 

and jaw areas 
•  rounded shield prevents skin irritation 
•  large ventilation holes enable baby’s skin to breathe 

optimally
• extra stabilisation for soother sizes 2 and 3
•  with a ring for a secure grip and optimal attachment to 

the soother band
•  available in sizes 1-3

Material  
Polypropylene (PP)

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY
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Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® soother Night, silicone, 0 - 6 months 2 631309

nip® soother Night, silicone, 5 - 18 months 2 631310

nip® soother Night, silicone, 16 - 32 months 2 631311

Limited edition/ special edition
•  personalised printing with a special message 
•  a great way to surprise your family
•  with hygienic cap  
•  orthodontically shaped teat made of silicone
•  optimally adapted to baby’s sensitive palate
•  the thin shaft of the teat minimises pressure on the teeth 

and jaw areas
•  rounded shield prevents skin irritation 
•  large ventilation holes enable baby’s soft skin to breathe 

optimally
•  available in sizes 1-3

printed 
soother top

hygienic cap

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® soother Limited edition, silicone, 0 - 6 months 1 4031719

night
•  button glows in the dark and is easy to find
•  gives off an intensive glow for a long time
•  orthodontically shaped teat made of silicone
•  optimally adapted to baby’s sensitive palate  
•  the thin shaft of the teat minimises pressure on the teeth 

and jaw areas
•  rounded shield prevents skin irritation 
•  large ventilation holes enable baby’s soft skin to breathe 

optimally
•  extra stabilisation for soother sizes  

2 and 3
•  available in sizes 1-3

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

glows for an
especially long time

Funny Animals
•  perfect for dressing up and a unique product 

diversification 
•  orthodontically shaped teat made of silicone 
•  optimally adapted to baby’s sensitive palate  
•  the thin shaft of the teat minimises pressure on the teeth 

and jaw areas 
•  rounded shield prevents skin irritation 
•  large ventilation holes enable baby’s skin to breathe 

optimally
• extra stabilisation for soother sizes 2 and 3
•  with a ring for a secure grip and attachment to the 

soother band
•  available in sizes 2-3

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® Funny Animals, silicone, 5 - 18 months 2 631502

nip® Funny Animals, silicone, 16 - 32 months 2 631503

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY
nip® soother Special edition, silicone, 0 - 6 months 1 631721

nip® soother Special edition, silicone, 5-18 months 1 631722

nip® soother Special edition, silicone, 16-32 months 1 631723

26



SOOTHERS & CO.

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® soother case 1 637032

soother bands
•  handy fastener is easy to open and close with one hand 
•  clip is adjustable in steps 
•  wide opening for easy attachment to the baby’s clothes 
•  for soothers with or without ring 
•  high-quality textile band is saliva- and sweat-proof 
•  standard length for optimal safety 
•  textile band complies with Ökotex Standard 100 and is 

TÜV-tested 

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

with hook

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® soother band with hook 1 637000

nip® soother band with ring 1 637001

soother case
•  hygienic storage for soothers 
•  suitable for all soother sizes 
•  Suitable for hygienic preparation in the microwave  
•  soother clean in 60 seconds 
•  ease of handling, opens and closes easily 
•  practical fastening eye for soother bands –  

ideal for when you're on the move 

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

hygienic
storage

with ring

27



special wings

large
ventilation

holes

In the developmental phase, baby’s teeth and jaw are highly sensitive 

and there is a risk that they might become misaligned. When sucking 

ordinary suckers, the child continuously bites on the soother shaft, which 

exerts pressure on the small incisors. This can impair natural jaw and den-

tal development and result in misalignment.

Miss Denti® – tooth-friendly:
small wings with a big effect

The first dental soother that offers genuine protection

“Generally, every soother 
is a foreign body in your 
child's mouth. Which is 
why the period for which 
a soother is used should 
be reduced as much as 
possible. But soothers are 
better than thumb in all 
cases.” 

DEvElopED ToGETHER 

WITH THE oRTHoDoNTIsT  

DR. KAI HAGEMANN

Conventional 
soothers

Conventional
soothers

miss denti 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Miss Denti® is a special soother with wings and is wider than 
conventional soothers. The innovative Miss Denti® design has been 
developed to provide improved protection for children against 
tooth and jaw misalignment.

Conventional soothers feature a narrow shaft that sits between 
the sensitive milk incisors and exerts pressure on them during 
sucking. 

Miss Denti’s® wide shape relocates or distributes biting pressure in 
the mouth and thus takes the strain off the sensitive milk incisors 
and jaw areas.

How it works in detail  

miss                       denti®
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improved 
chin protection

SOOTHERS & CO.

Miss Denti®

•  for healthier dental development 
•  prevents tooth and jaw misalignment 
•  takes pressure off the sensitive little teeth and jaw by 

distributing the pressure
•  anatomic, jaw-friendly, silicone teat 
•  rounded shield protects against skin irritation 
•  large ventilation holes enable baby’s skin to breathe 

optimally 
•  extra stabilisation for soother sizes 2 and 3
•  available in sizes 1-3

Item description pcs 
per pack

packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® dental soother Miss Denti, silicone, 0 - 6 months 1 831800

nip® dental soother Miss Denti, silicone, 5 - 13 months 1 831801

nip® dental soother Miss Denti, silicone, from 13 months 1 831802

Miss Denti® grows too – Perfect adapted 
to natural dental growth

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

3
First molars

 13 m+

2
First teeth
5 – 13 m

1
No teeth
0 – 6 m

1 – 2 – 3  The size concept

Size 1 – For children without teeth (0-6m)
Miss Denti's wide shape distributes biting pressure evenly 
across a larger area. Baby’s jaw does not suffer pressure 
on individual areas, which protects it from misalignment.

Size 2 – For children with first teeth (5-13m)
Miss Denti’s special wings give it a wider shape. This wider 
shape distributes biting pressure across several small teeth. 
The stabilisation waves offer additional bite-resistance and 
safety for toddlers’ small teeth.

Size 3 – For children with first molars (13m+) 
Miss Denti’s wings lie flat on the molars and thus relocate 
biting pressure from the incisors onto the molars, which 
can take more pressure. This takes pressure off the sensitive 
incisors. The stabilisation waves offer additional bite-resist-
ance and safety for toddlers’ small teeth.

Our 
leaflet
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MouTH AND TEETH ClEANING

MOuTh AND TEETh 
ClEANING

gentle massage

non-slip handle

In the first few years of baby's life, the foundations for healthy teeth and 

sound gums are laid. The right kind of care for babies' mouths therefore 

begins even before the first teeth appear. This not only ensures that baby 

is perfectly prepared for when the first teeth come through, but baby also 

gets used to daily oral and dental care. When the first teeth start to break 

through at around six months, it can often cause baby pain and unpleas-

ant itching. Chewing on teething rings can work wonders and offer help.
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Tongue, gum and tooth cleaning 

In addition to its skin, baby’s mouth is its most important sensory organ. 

licking, sucking, chewing. That's how baby learns to differentiate and 

gets to know its environment. We develop our products together with 

experts using the latest findings from medicine and technology while 

complying with strict standards.

Mouth cleaning finger mitt
•  for gentle cleaning and massage of gums, tongue and 

milk teeth
•  soft microfibre absorbs bacteria and plaque
•  antibacterial thanks to the latest silver ion technology
•  proven effectiveness without chemical additives
•  easy to clean
•  playful introduction to cleaning teeth
• suitable for all finger sizes

Teether man
•  precise massage
•  eight different areas to chew on provide baby with a 

variety of biting experiences
•  legs reach the back teeth
•  ergonomic shape making it very easy to grasp
•  practical fastening eye for when you’re on the move
•  use as a dosing aid for gel

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® mouth cleaning finger mitt 1 1237070

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® teether man 1 1237021

8 chewing areas

tested safety!

MADE IN
GERMANY

RECOMMEnDED

by midwives
0-12

MOnTHS

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY3-12
MOnTHS
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MouTH AND TEETH ClEANING

cooling teething ring
•  water-filled elements release stored coolness over a long 

time
•  structured surface gently massages the gums and 

palate
•  diverse materials of varying hardness for a wide range of 

biting sensations
•  varied surface structures stimulate the child's play 
   instinct and sense of touch
•  ergonomic shape: long elements are designed to reach 

the back teeth
•  extra light and easy to grasp

Tooth care starter set
•  2-pc. set including soft nub stylus and cleaning trainer
• cleaning trainer with soft rubber tips to clean the tops of 

milk teeth
• soft rubber nubs gently massage sensitive gums
• ergonomic shape is easy to hold
• non-slip handle ensures secure hold

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® cooling teething ring 1 837073

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® tooth care starter set 1 1037086

different 
structures

TEsTED BY MIDWIvEs AND HAs RECEIvED “GooD” 
RATING. 

nip® mouth cleaning finger mitt received  
positive rating for use, quality, size and  
cleaning performance. Mothers trust the  
expert opinions of many midwives and  
recommended products for baby. 

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

PVC 

FRee4
MOnTHS

Our 
leaflet

BPa
0%

Phthalate 

FRee3
MOnTHS

PVC 

FRee
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BABy WEllNESS
Washing, cutting, care – babies don’t need much for their daily care. 

Water and a couple of important utensils are usually enough. With the 

right care and tender affection, parents will not only make their baby feel 

clean, they will also be giving her closeness and comfort. And if baby is 

not feeling very well – if her nose is running or she has a poor tummy – 

nasal aspirators and heat pads can help. 

BaBy wELLnESS

soothes 
stomach aches

pleasant 
lavender scent
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First daily care for baby

We are very sensitive when choosing our care series. We pay special 

attention to safe, soft, round, warm, fluffy and useful products. So that not 

just baby feels good, but the whole family.

nasal decongester
•  for gentle removal of nasal mucus
•  tip is made of pleasantly soft PP
•  large tip form prevents from getting to deep into the 

nose
•  ease of handling 
•  easy to clean

BPa
0%

Phthalate 

FRee
MADE IN
GERMANY

comb and brush
•  suitable for daily care of baby’s soft hair
•  softly massages baby’s head
•  brush has extra gentle nylon bristles 
•  comb has blunt tips  

MADE IN
GERMANY

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® nasal decongester 1 637074

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® hair care set comb and brush 1 637075

Our leaflet
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Entdecke weitere

tolle nip Produkte!

www.nip.family

Von Familien für Familien.

* nip Produkte sind erhältlich 

im Babyfachhandel, 

in Drogeriemärkten, 

einzelhandel und Online

Wunderbares zum Wohlfühlen

www.nip.family
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BaBy wELLnESS

nail scissors
•  extra short and blunt-edged blades – stainless 
•  safe and controllable way to cut nails 
•  large finger-holes for a secure hold 
•  practical safety cover for safe storage

cold pad cooly
•  gives pleasantly cool relief for small bruises, toothache, 

mastitis and insect bites 
•  even transfer of cool relief 
•  remains flexible and cuddly even when cooled 
•  cute penguin design gives comfort 
•  varied surface structure for good feeling when in use 
•  can be applied directly on to the skin without a protec-

tive cover 
•  can be cooled in the refrigerator 

Heat pad Bellywell
• soothes stomach aches caused by complaints such as
   digestion problems
• creates a better sense of overall well-being
• long-lasting, pleasant heat
• moor gel makes the pad flexible and cuddly
• purely natural lavender oil soothes and relaxes
• ergonomic design fits baby’s small tummy perfectly
• pleasantly soft surface
• just 30 to 60 seconds to heat up in the microwave  

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® nail scissors 1 1237076

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® heat pad Bellywell 1 637071

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® cool pad Cooly 1 637072

BPa
0%

Phthalate 

FRee
MADE IN
GERMANY

12
MOnTHS

soft 
revers side

BPa
0%

Phthalate 

FRee
MADE IN
GERMANY
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Non-slip bath equipment 
for babies and children

Bath equipment should be stable, non-slip, ergonomic, but also slight and 

thus suitable for trips. Non-slip nubs offer stability. The cute design moti-

vates children to move from the potty to using the toilet.

Bath stool
•  stable due to non-slip nubs on the top and bottom
• soft shape with rounded edges
•  modern, timeless design in grey-white and cute animal 

picture
• supports up to 50 kg

Potty
•  the perfect way to start life without nappies
•  potty with comfortable seat height
•  takes up very little space
•  stable, light, easy to empty and clean
•  soft shape with rounded edges
•  non-slip base ensures stability
•  modern, timeless design in grey-white and cute animal 

picture
•  usable at home and for travel

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® stool 1 –37083

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® potty 1 –37082

Non-slip
nubs

BPa
0%

BPa
0%
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BaBy wELLnESS

Toilet seat
•  helps toddlers to go to the toilet by themselves
•  soft shape with rounded edges
•  non-slip nubs for safe balance and stability
• stable, light and easy to clean
•  modern, timeless design in grey-white and cute animal 

picture
•  usable at home and for travel

Baby bath tub
•  lots of space to bath the baby and keep it safe in the 

tub
•  tub size 84 x 45 x 28 cm
• integrated drain with drain plug
•  large enough for long use
•  modern, timeless design in grey-white and cute animal 

picture
•  supports up to 15 kg

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® toilet seat 1 –37081

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® bath tub 1 –37080

extra space

soft, 
rounded shape

BPa
0%

BPa
0%

Stressfree 
potty time

Playful engagement with the potty 
helps the child to enjoy potty time 

and build up a routine.
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BPa
0%

natural 
drinking feeling

easy to fill
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BOTTlES & CO.
nip® baby bottles make sure to meet all of baby's needs. A unique drinking 

concept tailored to the individual requirements of babies and children, 

which grows with them and supports a healthy and natural development 

right from the start. From feeding to letting them drink on their own.

BoTTlEs & Co.
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FROM 
BiRTH

FROM 
BiRTH

Standard bottles Wide-neck bottles Training bottles

Trainer cups

9
MoNTHs

6
MoNTHs

Our bottle family – a concept 
that grows up with baby

To help children learn step by step in every developmental 

phase. A unique drinking bottle concept tailored to the 

individual requirements of babies and children, which 

grows up with baby and supports a healthy and natural 

development right from the start.

WE GuARANTEE 
CoNsIsTENT BRAND quAlITY. 

All nip® products are BPA-free. 
All components of the nip® drink-
ing system are suitable for boiling 
and sterilising. 
Our bottles and cups complies 
with EN 14350.

BPa
0%
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6
MoNTHs

Soft trainer

12
MoNTHs

12
MoNTHs

18
MoNTHs

First cups Straw cups Kids cups

BoTTlEs & Co.

Plastic or glass?
Plastic bottles (PP) are light, stable, do not 
break easily, and are easy to hold, even for 

toddlers. Glass is traditional, heavier than plastic, 
heat-resistant and won’t suffer scratches.

Both glass and plastic bottles are suitable for 
feeding. Once the child becomes more active, 

and drinks on its own, robust plastic bottles 
are more suitable.
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Teats and spouts –
the right one for every age

Whether round, anatomical or a spout: nip® has the right teat for every 

bottle, every age and every taste.  

These shape themselves perfectly to your baby’s palate during drinking 

and create a natural drinking sensation.

cherry shaped teat
•  naturally shaped round teat made from latex or silicone
•  extra thick perfect-fit flange for an optimum fit on the 

bottle neck and wide lip support for a more natural 
sucking feeling

•  natural round cherry shape is ideal for breastfed babies
•  available with teat hole sizes S and M
•  suitable for all standard baby bottles

standard teat
•  anatomical, jaw-friendly teat made of latex or silicone 

with anti-colic vent
•  extra thick perfect-fit flange for optimum non-drip fit on 

the bottle neck
•  teat available in size 1 with teat hole sizes S and M
•  teat available in size 2 with teat hole sizes S, M and L 
•  suitable for all standard baby bottles

0-6
MOnTHS BPa

0% MADE IN
GERMANY

0-6
MOnTHS

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® cherry shaped teat, latex, size 0 m+, S 2 693000

nip® cherry shaped teat, latex, size 0 m+, M 2 693001

nip® cherry shaped teat, silicone, size 0 m+, S 2 693003

nip® cherry shaped teat, silicone, size 0 m+, M 2 693004

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® standard teat, latex, size 1, S 2 633000

nip® standard teat, latex, size 1, M 2 633004

nip® standard teat, latex, size 2, M 2 633005

nip® standard teat, latex, size 2, L 2 633009

 nip® standard teat, silicone, size 1, S 2 633002

 nip® standard teat, silicone, size 1, M 2 633006

 nip® standard teat, silicone, size 2, S 2 633003

 nip® standard teat, silicone, size 2, M 2 633007

 nip® standard teat, silicone, size 2, L 2 633011

6
MoNTHs BPa

0% MADE IN
GERMANY

Latex or
silicone
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Wide-neck teat
•  anatomical, orthodontically shaped teat made of sili-

cone with ACTIFlEX® system and anti-colic vent
• wide lip rest for a natural drinking feeling 
• enables even drinking without the need to frequently
   break off
•  extra thick perfect-fit flange for optimum non-drip fit on 

the bottle neck
•  one size fits all 0 m+
•  teat hole sizes S, M and L
•  suitable for all nip wide-neck bottles

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

 nip® wide-neck teat, silicone, size 0 m+, S 2 633039

 nip® wide-neck teat, silicone, size 0 m+, M 2 633040

 nip® wide-neck teat, silicone, size 0 m+, L 2 633041

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

soft spout
•  orthodontically shaped soft spout made of silicone with 

ACTIFlEX® system and anti-colic vent
•  extra thick perfect-fit flange for optimum non-drip fit on 

the bottle neck
•  suitable for all nip® wide-neck bottles and cups

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® soft spout, silicone, 6 m+ 1 6330346
MoNTHs BPa

0% MADE IN
GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

BoTTlEs & Co.

TeAT HoLe sizes 
nip® teats are available in 
three different hole sizes: S, M 
and l, for use with water, tea, 
milk through to thicker food. 

All nip standard and wide-
neck teats are marked with 
the respective hole size on the 
flange of the teat.

sloW floW, foR THIN  

lIquIDs suCH As TEA

MIDDlE floW, foR lIquIDs  
suCH As MIlK poWDER

S

M

L
fAsT floW, foR THICK  

lIquIDs suCH As puREE
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Wide-neck bottles – 
for happy tummies

Wide-neck bottle made of glass
• anatomically, orthodontic wide-neck teat made of 
   silicone
• enables even drinking without the need to frequently
   break off
• ACTIFLEX®-system prevents the teat from closing up
• anti-colic vent prevents air from being swallowed, thus 
   reducing the risk of infant colics
• universal size 0m+ with wide lip rest for a natural drinking 
   feeling
• bottle fitted with M teat
•  bottle is made of especially heat-resistant glass, 
   non-porous and smooth
• curved shape makes the bottle easy to hold
• easy2clean – easy to fill and clean
• screw ring with practical helper for opening and closing
• 120 and 240 ml 
• 4 designs 

ACTIFlEX® system
prevents the teat from 

closing up, thus ensuring an 
even flow.

Anti-colic vent
prevents air from being swal-

lowed, thus reducing the risk of 
infant colics.

ACTIflEX®

sYsTEM
ANTI-ColIC 
vENT

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® glass wide-neck bottle, 120 ml, Boy, silicone, size 0+, M 1 635065

nip® glass wide-neck bottle, 120 ml, Girl, silicone, size 0+, M 1 635066

nip® glass wide-neck bottle, 240 ml, Boy, silicone, size 0+, M 1 635063

nip® glass wide-neck bottle, 240 ml, Girl, silicone, size 0+, M 1 635064

Anti-colic

fRoM 
BIRTH

Wide-neck bottles made from glass or plastic with the specially 

developed ACTIFlEX® system and anti-colic vent. The soft wide-neck teat 

suits the child's palate perfectly and is tailored to baby’s natural sucking 

behaviour. The wide lip rest creates a natural drinking sensation by 

mimicking the mother's breast.  
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BoTTlEs & Co.

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, Boy, silicone, size 0+, M 1 635055

nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, Girl, silicone, size 0+, M 1 635056

nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 260 ml, Uni, silicone, size 0+, M 1 635040

nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 260 ml, Girl, silicone, size 0+, M 1 635042

Wide lip rest

91 %** of mothers would 
recommend the nip® wide-neck bottle

92 %* are happy with the 
orthodontic teat shape

97 %** are happy about how 
easy it is to clean the bottle

Source: *kidsgo, **mibaby

More than 90% of families 
interviewed are excited: 
significantly less breaking 
off and even, relaxed flow 
have been confirmed.

Top survey results for 
nip® wide-neck bottles

Wide-neck bottles made of Polypropylene (PP)
•  anatomically, orthodontic wide-neck teat made of  

silicone
• enables even drinking without the need to frequently 
   break off
• ACTIFLEX®-system prevents the teat from closing up
•  anti-colic vent prevents air from being swallowed, thus 

reducing the risk of infant colics
• universal size 0m+ with wide lip rest for a natural 
   drinking feeling
• bottle fitted with M teat
• curved shape makes the bottle easy to hold
• easy2clean - easy to fill and clean
• screw ring with practical helper for opening and closing
• 150 and 260 ml
• 6 designs 

nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 260 ml, Boy, silicone, size 0+, M 1 635041
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Classic standard bottles

Classic standard bottles for babies with a narrow, anatomical standard 

teat from latex or silicone. The standard teats are available with different 

teat sizes and three teat hole sizes for slow, middle and fast flow. The bot-

tles are from glass or plastic.

standard bottles made of Polypropylene (PP)
•  with a narrow, anatomical standard teat made from latex
•  with improved anti-colic valve function 
•  perfect-fit flange for a stable, non-drip fit on the bottle neck
•  disk securely closes for a drip-free transport
•  bottle from pleasantly soft polypropylene (PP)
•  screw ring with practical helper for opening and closing
•  light and unbreakable
•  125 and 250 ml

standard bottles made of Polypropylene (PP)
•  with a narrow, anatomical standard teat made from  

silicone
• with improved anti-colic valve function 
•  perfect-fit flange for a stable, non-drip fit on the bottle neck
•  disk securely closes for a drip-free transport
•  bottle from pleasantly soft polypropylene (PP)
•  curved shape makes the bottle easy to hold
•  screw ring with practical helper for opening and closing
•  light and unbreakable
•  125 and 250 ml

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

    nip® PP standard bottle Trendy, 125 ml, unisex, silicone, size 1, S 1 635034

     nip® PP standard bottle Trendy, 250 ml, Girl, silicone, size 1, M 1 635035

     nip® PP standard bottle Trendy, 250 ml, Boy, silicone, size 1, M 1 635036

Silicone teat

Latex teat

fRoM 
BIRTH

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

  nip® PP standard bottle Family, 125 ml, Uni, latex, size 1, S 1 635004

  nip® PP standard bottle Family, 250 ml, Uni, latex, size 1, M 1 635005

  nip® PP standard bottle Family, 250 ml, Girl, latex, size 2, M 1 635006

  nip® PP standard bottle Family, 250 ml, Boy, latex, size 2, M 1 635007
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standard bottle made of glass
•  with a narrow, anatomical standard teat made from 

silicone
•  with improved anti-colic valve function 
•  perfect-fit flange for a stable, non-drip fit on the bottle neck
•  disk securely closes for a drip-free transport
•  bottle is made of heat-resistant glass, non-porous and 

smooth
•  screw ring with practical helper for opening and closing
•  125 and 250 ml

latex or 
silicone?

BoTTlEs & Co.

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

Silicone teat

lATEX is a honey-coloured 
natural product, soft, 
bite-resistant, light-sensitive 

sIlICoNE has a neutral 
taste, is hygienic and 
light-resistant, stable, less 
bite-resistant than latex

Easy transition from feeding to drinking on their own

Phase 2
Simply change from 

bottle to beaker

nip® training bottles and beakers 
help your child to learn the 

drinking process: take up, tilt 
and break off.

Phase 1  
Bottle feeding 

From birth, the nip® drinking 
system has the right bottle 

tailored to baby's development.

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® glass standard bottle, 125 ml, Boy, silicone, size 1, S 1 635069

nip® glass standard bottle, 125 ml, Girl, silicone, size 1, S 1 635070

nip® glass standard bottle, 250 ml, Boy, silicone, size 1, M 1 635071

nip® glass standard bottle, 250 ml, Girl, silicone, size 1, M 1 635072

nip® glass standard bottle, 125 ml, Mix, latex, size 1, S 1 635010

nip® glass standard bottle, 250 ml, Mix, latex, size 1, M 1 635011

nip® glass standard bottle, 125 ml, Mix, silicone, size 1, S 1 635014

nip® glass standard bottle, 250 ml, Mix, silicone, size 1, M 1 635015
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Training bottles and beakers –
easy transition

nip® training bottles and beakers offer a child-friendly transition to drinking on their 

own but helping children practise the actual drinking process: take up, tilt, and 

break off. Toddlers can securely grip and hold the ergonomic non-slip handles. 

All spouts are orthodontic, and use an ACTIFlEX® system and an anti-colic vent.

Training bottles
•  leakproof, orthodontic, soft spout made of soft silicone
•  with ACTIFLEX® system and anti-colic vent
•  extra thick perfect-fit flange for non-drip fit 
•  ergonomic non-slip grip
•  hygienic cap protects against dirt
•  light and unbreakable material polypropylene (PP)
•  easy2clean - easy to fill and clean
•  150 ml

soft Trainer
•  leakproof, orthodontic, soft spout made of firm silicone
•  extra thick perfect-fit flange for non-drip fit 
•  ergonomic non-slip grip
•  hygienic cap protects against dirt
•  light and unbreakable material polypropylene (PP)
•  easy2clean - easy to fill and clean
•  260 ml

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

 nip® PP training bottle, 150 ml, Boy, silicone 1 635057

 nip® PP training bottle, 150 ml, Girl, silicone 1 635058

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® soft trainer, 260 ml, Boy 1 635101

nip® soft trainer, 260 ml, Girl 1 635102

6
MoNTHs

6
MoNTHs
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Trainer cup
•  leakproof, firm spout
•  innovative 2-component vent prevents
   air from being swallowed and is easy to clean
•  hygienic cap protects against dirt
•  curved shape is easy to hold
•  light and unbreakable material polypropylene (PP)
•  easy2clean - easy to fill and clean
•  260 ml

First cup
•  leakproof, orthodontic, soft spout made of soft silicone
•  with ACTIFLEX® system and anti-colic vent
•  extra thick perfect-fit flange for non-drip fit 
•  hygienic cap protects against dirt
•  curved shape is easy to hold
•  clip to fix the cup to bag or clothing
•  translucent bottle helps you see when the bottle needs 

filling up
•  light and unbreakable material polypropylene (PP)
•  easy2clean - easy to fill and clean
•  330 ml

BoTTlEs & Co.

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® trainer cup PP, 260 ml, Boy / panda 1 635099

nip® trainer cup PP, 260 ml, Girl / bunny 1 635100

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

 nip® first cup PP, 330 ml, Boy, silicone  1 635049

 nip® first cup PP, 330 ml, Girl, silicone  1 635050

9
MoNTHs

12
MoNTHs

Baby food
warmer

The perfect way to quickly, 
safely heat up baby’s food or 

purée while saving energy

Our leaflet
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straw cup
•  leakproof straw made of silicone
•  with anti-colic vent
•  extra thick perfect-fit flange for non-drip fit 
•  hygienic cap protects against dirt
•  curved shape is easy to hold
•  clip to fix the cup to bag or clothing
•  translucent bottle helps you see when the bottle needs 

filling up
•  light and unbreakable material polypropylene (PP)
•  easy2clean - easy to fill and clean
•  330 ml

Kids cup
•  tooth-friendly push-pull id
•  hygienic cap protects against dirt
•  curved shape is easy to hold
•  clip to fix the cup to bag or clothing
•  translucent bottle helps you see when the bottle needs 

filling up
•  light and unbreakable material polypropylene (PP)
•  easy2clean - easy to fill and clean
•  330 ml

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® straw cup PP, 330 ml, Boy 1 635067

nip® straw cup PP, 330 ml, Girl 1 635068

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® kids cup PP, 330 ml, Boy 1 635051

nip® kids cup PP, 330 ml, Girl 1 635052

18
MoNTHs

12
MoNTHs

Straw teat 
made of silicone

Push-pull lid
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Practical bottle accessories – 
hygienic and clever

Our practical accessories ideally complement our drinking bottle range. The 

milk powder container is your perfect companion on the road and the brush 

set ensures that bottles and teats are cleaned hygienically.

BoTTlEs & Co.

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® brush 2in1 1 637047

nip® bottle brush 1 637010

nip® teat brush 1 637011

Bottle brush and teat brush
•  Bottle brush: suitable for cleaning all standard baby 

bottles
•  Teat brush: suitable for cleaning teats, bottle accessories 

and nipple shields
•  ergonomic comfort handle with pleasantly soft surface 

and handy hook
•  stainless wire is safety coated to avoid scratching
•  soft sponge at the tip of the bottle brush perfectly 

matches the bottle shape

Milk powder container
•  3 portion sections
•  hygienic way to store milk powder
•  the visual positioning aid prevents the powders form 

becoming mixed up
•  also convenient for small snacks
•  ideal for any bag size

Brush 2in1
•  curved brush head for a complete clean right down into 

the bottle
•  ergonomically shaped handle for a secure hold
•  removable teat brush made of soft material
•  practical hang eye
•  scratch protection thanks to gentle nylon bristles
•  also suitable for general domestic use

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® milk powder container 1 637048

Phthalate 

FRee
PVC 

FRee BPa
0%

Phthalate 

FRee
PVC 

FRee BPa
0%
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Cool Twister® – a safe and fast way 
to get baby's bottle ready

AWARD-WINNING. We are 
especially proud of the 
awards and recommen-
dations that we have 
received from experts. 

WE WHolE-HEARTEDlY 
RECoMMEND THE 
Cool TWIsTER®!

Cool Twister 
 

 

     EX
PERIENCE & COMPETE

NC
Esince 1932

 

MADE IN
GERMANY

Entdecke weitere

tolle nip Produkte!

www.nip.family

Von Familien für Familien.

* nip Produkte sind erhältlich 

im Babyfachhandel, 

in Drogeriemärkten, 

Einzelhandel und Online

MADE IN
GERMANY

 

Nürnberg Gummi Babyartikel GmbH & Co. KG

Breitenloher Weg 6 / 91166 Georgensgmünd

t +49 (0) 91 72 / 69 19-0 

f +49 (0) 91 72 / 69 19-11

info@nip-babyartikel.de

www.nip.family

Für die sichere & schnelle

Fläschchenzubereitung

www.nip.family

80 Sek.
trinkfertig

Wasser in
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Due to the germs and bacteria contained in the drinking water, the water 

for the baby bottle must first be boiled fresh before it is cooled down to 

the recommended drinking temperature for the bottle preparation. The 

Cool Twister® cools the boiling water to exactly the right temperature in  

80 seconds by heat exchange and preserves all temperature-sensitive, 

probiotic nutrients in the baby food. Especially safe and healthy. 

RECOMMEnDED
by midwives

cool Twister®

 •   easy to use and does not need power –  
ideal when you’re on the go

• runs on cold water alone
•  light and a handy size
• easy to clean, e.g. in the steriliser
• fits on the most baby bottles

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® Cool Twister® 1 437090

germ-free and
works without  

electricity

Top-ratings: from families  
and midwives

5.0

Quickness: baby bottle ready  
to drink in 80 seconds

Health: preservation of tem- 
perature-sensitive, probiotic  
nutrients in baby food

Satety: cools down boiling water  
to the exact temperature required  
for preparing the bottle

The temperatures of 40, 50, 60 and 70°C recommended by 
the manufacturers of follow-on formula can be achieved 
easily and exactly by filling the Cool Twister® with different 
volumes of cold water. you can simply read the volume 
details off the Cool Twister®. The clever construction inside 
the Cool Twister® prevents the cooling water from mixing 
with the boiled drinking water.

Our leaflet
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1 Beaker made of unbreak-
able plastic for 210 ml of 
boiling water. 
The heat-insulating
silicone ring prevents
the beaker from heating up 
too much and allows the 
boiling water to be poured 
in safely.

4 Robust cooling element
with water tank for cold
water and cooling coil.

2 The high-quality 
aluminium cooling coil 
is surrounded by cooling 
water and cools the boil-
ing water situated above 
it based on the principle 
of heat exchange.

3 Leakproof screw closure 
to fill with cooling water and 
empty, easy to open and 
close thanks to its base.

BoTTlEs & Co.

The world’s first water cooler for baby's bottle

It’s as easy as that:

5 Hygienic lid to keep 
out germs, in the fridge or 
en route.

6 Integrated threaded 
base at its bottom allows 
you to open and close the 
sealing screw with ease.

exact 
temperature 

100°C

40°C

50°C
60°C
70°C

heat-insulating 
silicone ring

1

3

4

2

5

6

fast and safe

2.
Turn the Cool Twister® 
by 180°, put it on the 

threaded neck of the cup 
and screw them 

together.

3.
Turn the screwed unit upside 
down again and put it directly 
over the neck of baby’s bottle. 
Hot water automatically runs 
through the Cool Twister’s® 

cooling coil and is 
cooled down.

1.
Boil fresh tap water and 

fill the beaker to the brim. 
The heat-insulating silicone ring 

prevents the beaker from 
heating up too much and allows 
the boiling water to be poured 

in safely.

Our leaflet

Exact 

temperature for

 the preservation 

of important 

nutrients
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Steriliser – use it to sterilise, heat up 
bottles, steam food

A safe way to disinfect baby’s bottles and accessories – no more germs! 

The nip® steriliser is easy to use, fast and safe, thanks to its automatic 

switch-off system. Get rid of germs on your nipple shields, soothers and 

toddler crockery easily with the nip® steriliser.

BPa
0%

for all  
bottles

9 
min

safely switches off 
once sterilisation is complete 
after 9 minutes 

sensitive steaming 
of food –  vitamins and 
nutrients are preserved

plenty of room for 6 wide-
neck bottles or 6 standard 
bottles and accessories 
basket for e.g. soothers 

quick way to 
heat up bottles 

➜ 99.99 %
germ reduction 
on bottles and 

accessories

Many great

 additional

functions

steriliser
• sterilizes up to 6 bottles and accessories with steam in  
   9 minutes 
• optical signal function 
• switches off automatically once sterilisation is complete, 
   preventing overheating 
• bottle container and accessories basket can be used 
   separately 
• easy2clean - All parts (except for the heating element) 
   are dishwasher-safe 
• modern, discreet design to match every kitchen 
• additional steaming function to prepare food 
• glass heating function 

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® steriliser 1 237101
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Baby food warmer – heat up, 
keep warm, sterilise

The nip® baby food warmer is the perfect way to quickly, safely heat 

up baby’s food or purée while saving energy – and it is suitable for 

the most baby bottles and food containers and as well for glass and 

plastic bottles.

+ sterilise  
accessories

+ warm up baby’s 
bottle

+ warm up glass  
or food in additional 

container

Baby food warmer
• suitable for all nip standard and wide-neck bottles 
• reliable, sensitive warming 
• keeping-warm function (water bath) 
• switches off automatically when thermostat 
   temperature is reached 
• overheating cutout for safe use (turns off without water) 
• easy handling due to single-button operation 
• optical signal function during the heating process 
• easy2clean - All parts (except for the heating element) 
   are dishwasher-safe 

BPa
0%

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® baby food warmer 1 437100

for all  
bottles

easy to 
use

BoTTlEs & Co.
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non-slip
bottom

BPa
0%
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TABlE TrAINING rANGE
As children grow, they face ever new challenges. Small children think it is a 

great adventure to eat and drink on their own. little aids such as non-slip 

plates and soft spoons simplify the transition towards eating and drinking 

on their own. Step by step – nip® supports a healthy, natural development 

from feeding to drinking on their own.

TABlE TRAINING RANGE

easy to hold
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Easy transition for toddlers – from 
feeding to eating on their own

Step by step – nip® supports a healthy, natural development from feeding 

the first purée to drinking from the beaker on their own.  All our table 

training range products are especially light, have rounded edges and 

can be stacked so they take up less space. Children love their bright  

colours and cute giraffe motif.

Feeding bowl
•  wide edge of the bowl makes it easy to grip
• high rim makes it very easy to spoon out food
• perfect volume for first feeding quantities (190 g)
• non-slip base ensures stability
•  made from sturdy PP (polypropylene) and TPE plastics

Plates
•  set with 4 plates 
•  flat shape is light, stackable and saves space 
•  curved outer wall and rounded plate edge make it 

particularly easy to spoon out the food
•  cute giraffe design in four bright colours  
•  made from sturdy polypropylene (PP) plastics

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® feeding bowl 1 637064

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® plate 4 637062

Non-slip
bottom

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

6
MoNTHs

6
MoNTHs
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Von Familien für Familien.

 

Von Familien für Familien.

www.nip.familyMADE IN
GERMANY
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mmh...
So lecker!
    Alles über das Essen-Lernen

Our leaflet
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TABlE TRAINING RANGE

Beakers
•  set with 4 beakers 
•  particularly light and easy to hold
•  handy shape makes it stackable
•  rounded edge allows for comfortable drinking
•  cute giraffe design in four bright colours  
•  made from sturdy polypropylene (PP) plastics 

Feeding spoons
• long feeding spoon: ideal length for jars
•  spoon handle designs make every meal fun 
•  handle feels nice to hold and can be gripped safely
•  soft, bendy spoon handle for easy food intake
•  narrow spoon fits perfectly in baby's little mouth
•  soft, round spoon dish is very gentle for baby's mouth 

and protects its sensitive palate
•  odourless and dishwasher safe

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® beaker 4 637061

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® feeding spoon short, pack of 5 5 1037078

nip® feeding spoon long, pack of 3 3 1037079

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

6
MoNTHs

18
MoNATE
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#Musthave for on the go

Our snackboxes are a hit with young and old alike. 

Bright colours and especially handy! The boxes are 

a safe way to store snacks, vegetables and fruit and 

are great for use on the road. Especially desirable: the 

new SnackBox 2in1. The silicon insert allows children 

to take out their snack without dropping the rest. 

Afterwards, the box can be used as a cup.

Learning to grasp by 
the soft silicone insert

with lid for a 
hygienic transport
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snackbox
• convenient storage box with lid 
• great for when you’re on the go
• small shape is light, stackable and saves space
•  can be used to freeze purée portions
• cute giraffe design in bright colours  
•  dishwasher, microwave and freezer safe
•  made from sturdy polypropylene (PP) plastics

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® snackbox 6 637063

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

TABlE TRAINING RANGE

snackBox 2in1
• for the practical storage of small snacks and finger food
•  the silicone insert makes it easy to reach into the box 

and keeps the contents safe
•  with lid for a hygienic transport without crumbs
•  supports the independent intake of food
•  added value: Can later be used ideally as a  

drinking cup
•  with anti-slip handle and non-slip base
•  suitable for dishwasher and microwave
•  250 mL – perfect volume for children

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® SnackBox 2in1 1 637085

MADE IN
GERMANY

NEW!

ideal as a 
drinking cup

for snacks and
finger food

BPa
0%

2 IN1
snackBox and 

drinking cup 

in one!
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Our baby packs – great first sets

nip® offers a great starter set for every life phase containing a selection of useful products. 

Our initial starter set is the best way to get to know nip® soothers, bottles and rings. The bottles, 

accessories and water cooler set gives you everything you need to bottle-feed your child, 

together with the Cool Twister®. We help with the switch to follow-on formula with a 13-part set 

containing clever do-it-yourself products. 

Table training set
•  high-quality 13-part starter set
•  non-slip feeding bowl for the first purée
•  beakers, plates and snackbox are ideal for the garden,  

a picnic or for storage
•  snackbox for carrying snacks or to freeze smaller purée 

portions
•  short and long feeding spoons
•  made from stable plastics (PP/TPE)
•  handy, stackable, and easy to keep tidy

available in 2 bright
colours

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

CoNTENTs 

1 feeding bowl / 
2 beakers / 
2 plates / 
3 snackboxes / 
2 long feeding 
spoons / 3 short 
feeding spoons

Table training starter set

Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unitITEM No.

nip® table training set, Boy 1 439024

nip® table training set, Girl 1 439025
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TABlE TRAINING RANGE

Bottles starter set
•  2 x wide-neck bottles 150ml (PP) with anti-colic vent 

and ACTIFlEX® system
•  2 x wide-neck bottles 260ml (PP) with anti-colic vent 

and ACTIFlEX® system
•  1 x bottle teat brush 2in1
•  1 x glow soother Night in size 1 for babies from 

0-6 months
•  1 x cooling teething ring with long biting elements

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® bottle starter set 1 439022

ITEM No. Item description
pcs 

per pack
packs per 
sales unit

nip® Cool Twister® set 1 439023

cool Twister® set
•  1 x bottle water cooler Cool Twister®

•  2 x wide-neck bottles 260ml (PP) with anti-colic vent 
and ACTIFlEX® system

•  1 x bottle teat brush 2in1
•  1 x glow soother Night in size 1 for babies from 

0-6 months
•  1 x teether man 

Allround, bottle feeding
care set

Starter set containing bottles, 
brush, soother and teething 
ring

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

BPa
0% MADE IN

GERMANY

aCTiFLEX®

SySTEM

from birth

recommended by 
midwives

100°C

40°C

50°C
60°C
70°C

80 sec.ready to drink

water in
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sooTHeRs & co.

nip® soother Newborn, silicone, 0 - 2 months

nip® soother Life, silicone, 0 - 6 months 

nip® soother Life, silicone, 5 - 18 months 

nip® soother Life, silicone, 16 - 32 months 

nip® soother Night, silicone, 0 - 6 months (glows in the dark)

nip® soother Night, silicone, 5 - 18 months (glows in the dark)

nip® soother Night, silicone, 16 - 32 months (glows in the dark)

nip® soother Limited edition, silicone, 0 - 6 months 

nip® soother Special edition, silicone, 0 - 6 months

nip® soother Special edition, silicone, 5 - 18 months

nip® soother Special edition, silicone, 16 - 32 months

nip® soother Funny Animals, silicone, 5 - 18 months

nip® soother Funny Animals, silicone, 16 - 32 months

nip® soother Family, latex, 0 - 6 months

nip® soother Family, latex, 5 - 18 months

nip® soother Family, latex, 16 - 32 months

nip® soother Family, silicone, 0 - 6 months

nip® soother Family, silicone, 5 - 18 months

nip® soother Family, silicone, 16 - 32 months

nip® dental soother Miss Denti®, silicone, 0 - 6 months

nip® dental soother Miss Denti®, silicone, 5 - 13 months

nip® dental soother Miss Denti®, silicone, from 13 months

nip® round soother Cherry®, Mix, latex, 0-6 months

nip® round soother Cherry®, Mix, latex, from 6 months

nip® round soother Night, Mix, latex, 0-6 months

nip® round soother Night, Mix, latex, from 6 months

nip® round soother Cherry® Green, Mix, latex, 0-6 months

nip® round soother Cherry® Green, Mix, latex, from 6 months

nip® soother case

nip® soother band with hook  

nip® soother band with ring

MoUTH AnD TeeTH cLeAninG

nip® mouth cleaning finger mitt

nip® teether man

nip® cooling teething ring

nip® tooth care starter set

BABY WeLLness

nip® nasal decongester

nip® hair care set

nip® nail scissors

nip® heat pad “Bellywell”

nip® cold pad “Cooly”

nip® stool  

nip® potty

nip® bath tub

nip® toilet seat

Item no. Item description
Contents per 

pack
packs per 
sales unit

page
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BABY BoTTLes AnD TeATs

nip® cherry shaped teat, latex, one size fits all, S   

 nip® cherry shaped teat, latex, one size fits all, M   

 nip® cherry shaped teat, silicone, one size fits all, S

nip® cherry shaped teat, silicone, one size fits all, M 

nip® standard teat, latex, size 1, 0-6 months, S   

nip® standard teat, latex, size 1, 0-6 months, M 

nip® standard teat, latex, size 2, from 6 months, M  

nip® standard teat, latex, size 2, from 6 months, L  

 nip® standard teat, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, S 

 nip® standard teat, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, M   

nip® standard teat, silicone, size 2, from 6 months, S

nip® standard teat, silicone, size 2, from 6 months, M

nip® standard teat, silicone, size 2, from 6 months, L  

 nip® wide-neck teat, silicone, one size fits all, S

 nip® wide-neck teat, silicone, one size fits all, M

 nip® wide-neck teat, silicone, one size fits all, L

nip® soft spout, silicone, 6 m+

nip® PP standard bottle Family, 125 ml, Uni, latex, size 1, 0-6 months, S

nip® PP standard bottle Family, 250 ml, Uni, latex, size 1, 0-6 months, M

nip® PP standard bottle Family, 250 ml, Girl, latex, size 2, from 6 months, S

nip® PP standard bottle Family, 250 ml, Boy, latex, size 2, from 6 months, M

nip® PP standard bottle Trendy, 125 ml, unisex, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, S

 nip® PP standard bottle Trendy, 250 ml, Girl, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, M

nip® PP standard bottle Trendy, 250 ml, Boy, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, M

nip® glass standard bottle, 125ml, Mix, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, tea

nip® glass standard bottle, 250ml, Mix, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, milk

nip® glass standard bottle, 125 ml, Boy, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, S

 nip® glass standard bottle, 125 ml, Girl, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, S

nip® glass standard bottle, 250 ml, Boy, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, M

nip® glass standard bottle, 250 ml, Girl, silicone, size 1, 0-6 months, M

 nip® glass wide-neck bottle, 120 ml, Boy, silicone, one size fits all, M

nip® glass wide-neck bottle, 120 ml, Girl, silicone, one size fits all, M

 nip® glass wide-neck bottle, 240 ml, Boy, silicone, one size fits all, M

 nip® glass wide-neck bottle, 240 ml, Girl, silicone, one size fits all, M

nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, Boy, silicone, one size fits all, M  

nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, Girl, silicone, one size fits all, M

nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 260 ml, Uni, silicone, size 0+, milk  

nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 260 ml, Boy 3 x dino / 3 x circus, silicone, size 0+,M 

 nip® PP wide-neck bottle, 260 ml, Girl 3 x dino / 3 x circus, silicone, size 0+, M

nip® Bottle starter set 

nip® PP/TPe Training bottle, 150 ml, silicone, Boy

nip® PP/TPe Training bottle, 150 ml, silicone, Girl

nip® PP Soft Trainer, 260 ml, silicone, Boy

nip® PP Soft Trainer, 260 ml, silicone, Girl

nip® PP Trainer Cup, 260 ml, Boy

nip® PP Trainer Cup, 260 ml, Girl

nip® PP First Cup, 330 ml, silicone, Boy

nip® PP First Cup, 330 ml, silicone, Girl

nip® PP Straw Cup, 330 ml, silicone, Boy

nip® PP Straw Cup, 330 ml, silicone, Boy  

nip® PP Kids Cup, 330 ml, push pull, Boy

nip® PP Kids Cup, 330 ml, push pull, Boy

Item no. Item description Contents per 
pack

packs per 
sales unit

page
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TABLe TRAininG RAnGe

nip® feeding bowl   

nip® plate   

nip® snackbox

nip® SnackBox 2in1

nip® beaker

nip® feeding spoon short, pack of 5

nip® feeding spoon long, pack of 3

nip® table training set, Boy 

nip® table training set, Girl

AccessoRies

nip® Cool Twister®

nip® Cool Twister® Set    

nip® milk powder container 

nip® 2in1 brush   

nip® bottle brush

nip® teat brush

nip® steriliser

nip® baby food warmer

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

2

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

17

16

16

33600

33601

33602

35600

35601

35602

35603

35604

35605

37600

35606

37601

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

4

1

FiRsT MoMenTs WiDe-necK TeAT

nip® first moments wide-neck teat, S    

nip® first moments wide-neck teat, M   

nip® first moments wide-neck teat, L

FiRsT MoMenTs WiDe-necK BoTTLes 

nip® first moments wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, mix  

nip® first moments wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, frog  

nip® first moments wide-neck bottle, 150 ml, crab 

nip® first moments wide-neck bottle, 270 ml, mix 

nip® first moments wide-neck bottle, 270 ml, bear 

nip® first moments wide-neck bottle, 270 ml, owl    

FiRsT MoMenTs niPPLe sHieLDs

nip® first moments nipple shields

FiRsT MoMenTs BReAsT MiLK conTAineR  

nip® first moments breast milk container

 FiRsT MoMenTs MAnUAL BReAsT PUMP

nip® first moments manual breast pump

Item no. Item description
Contents per 

pack
packs per 
sales unit

page

Item no. Item description
Contents per 

pack
packs per 
sales unit

page

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

17

16

16
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WEll CoNNECTED

At nip® we have regional roots,
but global links

INfoRMATIvE AND INspIRING 

Find out more about our 
varied nip® range on our 
website, now also available 
in different languages.

www.nip.family

A looK BEHIND THE sCENEs 

Our youTube channel 
offers you the opportunity 
to watch helpful videos 
and gives you insights into 
our company.

NIp DATEs

We exhibit at the 7 biggest 
baby trade fairs in the 
German-speaking region. 
Professionals can meet us 
at the Kind + Jugend Fair in 
Cologne each year.

ToGETHER As A fAMIlY 

Why not visit our social media 
channels, be the first to find out 
about new products and sweep-
stakes and gain insights into the 
exciting world of nip.

MADE IN
GERMANY

Become a part of 
the nip® family today
@nipbabyartikel

For over 85 years, nip® has been making everyday family life easier and 

supporting the healthy development of babies and children. And again 

and again there are exciting news! Stay tuned! And take advantage of 

our worldwide presence in all media and at trade and consumer fairs. 

We are looking forward to your visit! 

Also interesting: Microsites for 
individual product ranges like 
nip® first moments.

www. firstmoments.nip.family
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your notes.
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Thank you.

We thank you for placing your trust in us. As a family 

company, we are especially happy to be able to help 

your children on their way to becoming independent 

grown-ups.

We take this responsibility towards family extremely 

seriously, and we therefore develop our products with 

great care and dedication.

nip® is a company that looks after the needs of young 

families with its heart as well as its brains. For a healthy 

development. For happy families.
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Become a part of 
the nip family today  
@nipbabyartikel
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Nürnberg Gummi Babyartikel GmbH & Co. KG
Breitenloher Weg 6 / 91166 Georgensgmünd

t  +49 (0) 91 72 / 69 19-0 
f  +49 (0) 91 72 / 69 19-11

info@nip-babyartikel.de  /  www.nip.family




